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Motivated by a remarkable result of D. Y. Grigoriev and M. Karpinski, the 
interpolation problem for k-sparse multivariate polynomials has received some 
attention in recent years. In this note we want to show that essentially all of the 
results obtained so far hold more generally for k-sparse sums of characters of 
abelian monoids, thereby providing a useful unified approach to this active field of 
research. As it turns out, there are basically two different situations, in the first one 
reduction to the (rather trivial) case of cyclic monoids is possible, in the general 
case we can handle direct products of abelian monoids by using informations about 
the factors. Basic ingredients of these approaches are the construction of distinc- 
tion sets for characters and zero-test sets for k-sparse character sums. o 1991 
Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
The basic ideas of the paper [GK87] were the starting point for the 
papers [BTM], [CDGK88], and [GKS88], where the question of zero-test- 
ing and interpolation of k-sparse multivariate polynomials over fields of 
characteristic 0 and over finite fields were studied. In this note we want to 
provide a unified approach to this active field of research, based on the 
observation that the fundamental ideas in these papers are valid in the 
more general context of k-sparse sums of characters of abelian monoids. 
*Part of this work was prepared during a visit at the Scientific Center Heidelberg, IBM 
Germany, which is gratefully acknowledged. 
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Let A be an abelian monoid with neutral element 1, and let K be a 
field. According to the well-known Dedekind lemma the set 
Hom(A, (K, * )) of all characters, i.e., monoid homomorphisms with 1, c, 
1, from A into the multiplicative monoid (K, * > of K, is a linearly 
independent subset of the K-space of all maps from A into K. For any 
subset X E HomU, (K, *>) of characters and every positive integer k 
define the set X, of k-sums of characters from X by 
k 
X,:= f:A~K(3f,,...,f,EK,X1,...,XkEX,f= cf,X, 
K=l 
In order not to have to discuss degenerate cases separately we assume 
#X 2 k and X, # ,Y, for K # u in f = Ci= I f,x,. For given X and k we 
are interested in procedures by which for any such f = C,f,x in X, its 
support 
SUPP( f 1 := {x E Xlfx + 0) 
and its coefficients f, can be determined from as few as possible evalua- 
tions of f. A first step to solve this interpolation problem is, of course, the 
study of (small) subsets T of A which allow to distinguish any non-trivial 
k-sum of characters from X from the zero map, that is, subsets T c A 
such that for any f E X, \ (0) there exists some a E T with f(u) # 0. We 
will refer to such subsets as zero-test sets for X,. Obviously, any such 
Zero-test Set for Xk IIIUSt COntain at least k elements, compare the proof 
of Lemma 1.1. However, as we will see later on, only in the most simple 
case of cyclic monoids zero-test sets of cardinal@ k can be guaranteed. 
From the Dedekind lemma we can derive the following lemma, where 
the case of zero-test sets being submonoids is discussed. 
LEMMA 1. For a field K, for a submonoid B of a monoid A and a subset 
X of characters from X _C Hom(A, (K, * 1) the following assertions are 
equivalent: 
1. B is a zero-test set for Xk for some k 2 2. 
2. B is a zero-test set for Xk for ail k 2 2. 
3. * # .$ implies *IB # 51~ for all *, 5 E X. 
Proof. Assume B be to be a zero-test set for X, for some k r 2. Then 
for I), ,$ E X with I,/I # ,$ we have 0 # (rF, - 5) E X,. Hence, there exists a 
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b E B such that q?(b) # t(b). On the other hand, assume that two differ- 
ent characters of X already differ on B. Then for any set of pairwise 
different characters of X the same is true over B. As B is a monoid, the 
Dedekind lemma says that such a set is linear independent, considered in 
KB. Therefore for all k 2 2 no non-trivial k-sum of characters can vanish 
on B. 0 
The relation between zero-test sets and subsets of A which may be 
suitable for interpolation, that is, which allow us to distinguish any two 
different k-sums of characters, is simple and obvious: 
LEMMA 2. A subset T z A has the property that the associated restriction 
map KA + KT: f + f 1 T is injectiue on X, C KA if and only if T is a 
zero-test set for X2,. 
Hence, in principle, for any zero-test set T for X,, it should be possible 
to compute for any map f = ExEXfXx in X, its support and its coeffi- 
cients from its restriction flT. Again, this holds indeed for the particularly 
simple minimal zero-test sets one has for cyclic monoids. In general there 
does not seem to exist a universally applicable interpolation algorithm 
which for any field K, any monoid A, any set X E Hom(A, (K, * 1) of 
K-valued characters of A, and any zero-test set T c A for X,, allows us to 
reconstruct he support and the coefficients of f for any f E X, systemati- 
cally from its restriction to T, except, of course, the trivial, but surely not 
efficient algorithm, which for all possible choices of x1,. . . , xk E X and 
f,,...,fk EK compares f(a) with C,“=, f,,y,(a) for all a E T. Therefore 
it appears to be worthwhile to discuss in some detail what can be done in 
this direction. 
The examples we have in mind are in particular the cases where A 
equals U * for some submonoid U of the monoid (K, * ) and X is a subset 
of all maps 
x” =x (ut,...,a,): u” + K, 
where 
x*((x,,...,x,)) :=xf’. ‘.. .Xn”” 
for (Y,, . . . , (Y,, E N, := (0, 1, . . .} and xi,. . . , x, E U. 
In case U is infinite the characters from X := 1X*, CY E Ni} correspond 
to the monomials in n indeterminates and k-sum characters correspond to 
k-sparse polynomials. In case U is finite it has turned out to be particularly 
interesting to study the above problems for such monomial characters of 
type x” whose local degrees a,, . . . , (Y,, are bounded by a natural number 
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q; that is, we choose 
x = CL n) := (fla E q”}, 
where for q E N := {l, 2.. .} the set q is defined to be q := IO,. . . , q - l}. 
The overall outline of our note is as follows: In the first section we will 
assume A to be a cyclic group or, more generally, a cyclic monoid, that is a 
monoid which is generated by one element. In this almost trivial case 
minimal zero-test sets and optimal interpolation procedures can be con- 
structed quite easily in a rather natural and straightforward manner. Once 
this is established we will show in the second section that for surprisingly 
many other choices of A and X our problem can be reduced to the cyclic 
case. 
In various cases this can be done simply by exhibiting a cyclic sub- 
monoid A’ of A which distinguishes the characters in the given set X (i.e., 
with xIAj # I/]~, for any different characters x and $ in X). 
In other cases where this simple procedure cannot be applied a more 
subtle approach can be used instead which consists in the construction of a 
family of cyclic submonoids such that for any k characters from X there 
exists at least one member in this family which distinguishes these k 
characters. It is remarkable that all but one of the cases studied in [BT88], 
[CDGK88], and [GKS88] fall in either one of these two categories. Note 
further that in these cases it is not quite true that there are cyclic 
submonoids of the multiplicative monoid of the field under consideration 
as the zero-element always is in the submonoid considered, but this 
problem is easily solved by adding 0 to the test sets. 
In Section 3 we will discuss methods which apply to “properly” non-cyclic 
cases. A method based on a simple idea, developed in lCDGK881, by 
which zero-test sets for a product of monoids can be constructed from 
zero-test sets of the factors, is presented. A method for deriving lower 
bounds is developed for the case of abelian monoids having a zero-ele- 
ment which implies a sharp result for the case {O, l}“, where 10, 11 is the 
submonoid of the multiplicative monoid of a field. 
In addition, a quite general and efficient interpolation algorithm is 
given. Of course, it needs more evaluations than in the cyclic case, but in 
contrast to that case it does not depend on solving a polynomial equation 
as a subroutine. Instead, it presupposes the knowledge of a finite superset 
Y of supp(f), say of cardinality q, in which case it needs one inversion of a 
(q x q)-matrix and many inversions of (k x k)-matrices. 
Finally, we will use all these results to discuss in some detail how for a 
given cyclic submonoid U of the multiplicative monoid (K, *) and for 
variable n, q, k E N the minimal cardinality of zero-test sets in U” for 
k-sums of characters from the set X = X(q, n) varies with n, q, and k. As 
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it will turn out there seems to exist some kind of “phase transition” 
depending on the size first of all of q, but also of n and k, relative to the 
cardinality of U. This insight will help to clarify in particular the relations 
between the results presented in [BT88], [CDGK88], and lGKS881. 
1. CHARACTER SUMS OF CYCLIC MONOIDS 
In this section we assume A to be a cyclic monoid, generated by some 
a E A, and we assume X to consist of all K-valued characters of A: 
X= Hom(A,(K, *)). 
Without loss of generality we may assume A to be infinite, in which case 
evaluation at a defines a bijection 
x + K, x - /Y(a) 
whose inverse is given by 
K -+ x, c - (xc: A + K, ui c, ci). 
The basic observation on which everything in the next two sections is 
based, is the following Vandermonde lemma: 
LEMMA 1.1. Let A be a cyclic monoid generated by an element a E A. 
Then for X = Hom( A, (K, * )) and each natural number k the set 
(1, a, 2,. . .) &I} 
is a minimal zero-test set for X,. 
ProoJ: Let f = C,“=, f,x, E X, be a k-sum of characters. We have 
fW = i f,x&‘> = i fKx,w’ 
K=l #r=l 
for all i E N,. Thus we obtain the matrix equation 
The k-square matrix (X,(LZ>‘)~ I i < k, i 5 K 5 k is a nonsingular Vandermonde 
matrix, since the X,(a) are assumed to be pairwise different. 0 
Note that our proof shows as well how to compute the coefficients of 
any f E X, from the values f(l), f(a), f(a2), . . . , f(ak-‘) once its support 
is known. 
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To find the support of f from its values on the zero-test set 
(1, II, a$. . . ) u2k-1} for X2, we can use the following result, special cases 
of which occur in [BT88] and [CDGKSS] and in decoding of BCH-codes, 
see [LN83]. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a cyclic monoid generated by an element a E A 
and let f be a sum of at most k characters from X = Hom( A, (K, * )). Then 
the following holds : 
(i) The rank of the matrix Mk := (f(a’+i)>,si, j< k coincides with the 
cardinal&y of supp( f l 
(ii) Zf i := # supp( f 1 (I k) and if 
:= MC’ . 
-f(a”) 
I : 
-f(a’+‘) 
then the equation 
I -f(a+ 
XL + e Xi-’ + * -. +efmlX + ea = 0 1 (1) 
has k different solutions c,, . . . , CL in K and one has 
SUpp( f) = {X$ 5 K 5 %}a 
Proof. Let f = C, E IfKxK, where Z is any finite superset of the indices 
of the support of f. Now substituting x,(a), (Y E I, for X in the polyno- 
mial 
p := E pxlwjXj := n (X - xg(a)) E K[X] 
j=o BEI 
(2) 
yields the identities (see [MS72, p. 2441) 
#I 
O = C P*I-jXa(“)jY ff E I. 
j=O 
Fixing an i E &,, multiplying the equation corresponding to (Y by f,x,(a)‘, 
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and summing over all (Y E I results in the system of equations 
0 = ~ P#,-jf( ui+i), i E N,. 
j=O 
As p. = 1, the equations for 0 5 i < #I are equivalent to the matrix 
equation 
(f(ai+j)O<i,j<#I ’ (Y#+-j)aaj<#f) = -(f(a’+#‘)),,,<#,. (3) 
On the other hand, the matrix (f(a’+j)> 0 I ;, j < #, equals (X,(a’))D,(X,(a’)>‘, 
where the #Z-square matrix D, is the diagonal matrix diag((f& E [> (see 
[LN83, 9.48, 9.491). Hence the rank of the k-square matrix f(U”+‘>), ~i,j< k 
equals rank D, = # supp(f) = k and this proves (i). Furthermore, A4i = 
(f(u’ ‘j)), c i, j < k is non-singular and from Eq. (3) we see that et-j = P#I-j 
holds for all 1 -< j I k and for I := supp(f). Therefore the polynomial in 
Eq. (1) coincides with p as defined in (2) and (ii) is proved. 0 
If there exists an efficient algorithm for finding the roots of a polynomial 
over K which is known to have no multiple roots, all lying in K, then it is 
easy to derive an efficient algorithm to interpolate any f E X, from its 
values on (1, a,. . . , a *‘-i], based on Theorem 1. 
2. CHARACTER SETS WHICH ALLOW REDUCTION TO CYCLIC MONOIDS 
Given an abelian monoid A and a set X _c Hom(A, (K, * >> of K-valued 
characters of A, we say that X&lows reduction to a cyclic monoid if there 
exists an element a E A which distinguishes all characters in X, i.e., 
X(a) # ,$(a> for x # 5. It follows immediately from Lemma 1 or the 
Vandermonde Lemma 1.1 that in this case a k-sum f of characters from 
X is trivial if and only if the restriction of f to the cyclic monoid generated 
by a is trivial. Hence the results of Section 1 can be applied. In particular, 
{l, a,. . . ,&-I} is a zero-test for X, and the character sums f in X, can 
be identified from the values of f on (1, a,. . . , u*~-~]. 
Important examples of character sets which allow cyclic reduction are 
the following ones: 
1. If the submonoid U of (K, *) contains a submonoid which is 
free-abelian of rank n, generated, say, by (ui, u2,. . . , u,J (in particular, 
this is the case if U contains Q), then the set of all monomial char- 
acters (X*/a E Zn] of I/” allows reduction to a cyclic monoid: indeed, 
any two different monomial characters of U” differ necessarily on 
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a := (U I,“‘, u,). This implies, in particular, many of the results pre- 
sented in [GK87] and [BT881, where ui is chosen to be the ith prime. 
2. Similarly, if U I (K, *> contains at least one element, say U, of 
infinite order or of order at least q” (or q” - 1) for some q E N, then all 
monomial characters in X := X(q, n) = (X”la E q”} (or in X := {~“]a E 
4” \ KO, 0, . * . , ON, respectively) differ on a := (u, u4, . . . , t&-l) in view of 
the uniqueness of q-adic expansion, and this is used in [CDGK88]. 
In particular, since any infinite submonoid of (K, *) either contains an 
element of infinite order or cyclic submonoids of arbitrary large order (cf. 
[A48]), we get the following essentially trivial, though surprisingly general 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2. If U is an infinite submonoid of the multiplicative monoid 
W,*)ofafieldK an i or natural numbers n and q d ff 
X := X( q, n) = (X”la E q”) 
denotes the set of all monomial characters of U” with local degree between 0 
and q - 1, then for any k E N there exists a zero-test set of the form 
{l,a,...,ak-l) forX k in U” and, in addition, one can identify the support 
and the coefficients of any map f E X, from its values on a corresponding 
zero-test set for X2,. 
To apply the results from Section 1 even in cases which do not simply 
allow reduction to a cyclic monoid we use the following definition: for 
given A and X c Hom(A, (K, *>> as above we define a subset D c A to 
be a k-distinction set for X if for any subset Y c X of cardinality at most k 
there exists some a E D with X(a) f [(a) for all X, 5 E Y and X # 6. 
Note that the last assertion in Lemma 1 can be reformulated to “B is a 
2-distinction set for X.” Obviously, Lemma 1.1 implies: 
LEMMA 2.1. If D is a k-distinction set for an abelian monoid A and a 
character set X G Hom(A,(K, *>), then DLkl := {a’la E D,O I i < k] is a 
zero-test set for X,. 
In particular, we have the following 
COROLLARY 2.2. Zf X = Hom(A, (K, *)> and if D c A generates A, 
then DL21 = D u 11,] is a zero-test set for X2. 
To construct k-distinction sets in more general situations we may 
present an idea from [GKS88] in the sequel. For X !Z Hom( A, (K, * 1) and 
a natural number h we define .53(X, h) to denote the collection of those 
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sets, on which two different characters coincide in at most h - 1 points: 
.9(X,/z) := {D cAIX,[ EXand X z 5 
implies #{d E DlX(d) = 5(d)) < h) . 
Of course we are not interested in sets D of cardinality smaller than h, 
which are trivially in 53(X, h), but in those which are large enough to have 
subsets being in 9(X, 1) as well. 
LEMMA 2.3. Every D E 9(X, h) having more than (h - 1) a(:) ele- 
ments is a k-distinction set of X. 
Proof. Let Y be a subset of X, having at most k elements. The set 
U x,5Ey,x+51d E Dlx(d) = [Cd)) h as at most (h - 1) . (7) I (h - 1) 
k 
. 2 ( 1 
elements; therefore there exists an element a in D such that 
X(a) + t(a) for all distinct ,Y, 5 E Y. q 
In [GKSB] D. Grigoriev, M. Karpinski, and M. Singer have developed 
an ingenious method to construct members of 23(X, n), which is trans- 
formed here to fit into our more general context. 
LEMMA 2.4 (cf. [GKS881). Let A denote an abeliun monoid and w a 
primitive root of unity of the field K, its order denoted by e. Assume that for 
some positive integer n we have characters x,, , . . , xn: A + K, elements 
a,,..., a,, E A, and integers Ed,, E Z for all 1 I u, v I n such that 
x,( a,) = WF’,l,. 
Assume furthermore that det(&,, .) # 0 and that (c,,~)~ S y S n, 1 <,, 5 r is an 
integral (n x r)-matrix for some r L n such that every (n X n)-submatrix 
has a non-vanishing determinant. Then if 
and 
x := {f: A -+ K(a E q”), 
where xa denotes II, S ~ S now ag, is a set of q” different characters, then the 
set 
is in 99(X, n>. 
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Proof. For every pair of different characters Xa and Xp from X and 
for all 1 I p I r, we have 
Xqdp) = ,EC=,(E:=,Ell.“C”,p)Ug 
which equals X0@,) if and only if 
E P,Vc,,P ((Y, - p,) = 0 modulo e. 
Furthermore, we have 
Therefore two different characters Xol, Xp E X coincide at an element 
d, E D if and only if 
n n 
+ 
E p,YcY,p by, - P,> = 0. 
p=l v=l I 
If there were rr elements from D, where Xa and Xp coincide, then the 
non-singularity of the corresponding (n x nksubmatrix of cc,,,), together 
with det(a,,,) # 0, would imply (Y - /3 = (0, . . . , 0). 0 
In order to apply this lemma we first have to construct an integral 
matrix satisfying the requirements from the lemma and having not too 
large entries. To do this we present the following lemma from [GKS88], 
which uses Cauchy’s determinants in a rather elegant way: 
LEMMA 2.5. For every two positive integers r and n there exists an 
integral (n X rhatrir (c,,J~~~~~,,~~~~, the absolute value of each entry 
bounded by n + r - 1, such that no subdeterminant vanishes. Furthermore, 
all entries in the first row can be chosen to be pairwise different. 
Proof. Choose a prime number p with n + r I p < 2(n + r). Then for 
1 I v 5 n and 1 I p 5 r none of the numbers v + p - 1 considered in 
GF(p) equals 0. Therefore we can consider the matrix 
(~+~-l)l~“~~,l~,~~~GF(p)“Xr~ 
By Lemma 2.6 below no subdeterminant of this matrix vanishes. Choose 
integers c,, p with -(p - 1)/2 5 c u,p I (p - 1)/2 such that l/(v + p - 
1) = c,,p in GF(p), then the same is true for the matrix cc,,,). 0 
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LEMMA 2.6 (Cauchy). For every natural number n the following identity 
in rational functions in commuting indeterminates (x,, . . . , x,,) and 
(Y,, *. . , y,) holds: 
II Cxj -xi) II (Yj -Yi) 
tsi<jln 1 li<jsn 
z 
l<r<n,l<Jrn II txi +Yj) 
1 si, jin 
Proof. The polynomial 
n (xi + y,)det 
tsi, jln 1 <i-n, 1 sjsn 
is not the zero-polynomial, because the coefficient of 
n-l n-2 
Xl 
n-l n-2 
x2 *.. x,-lY1 Y, . . . Y,-1 
is 1. Considered as a polynomial in the y’s, it is alternating. Each 
coefficient of the monomials in the y’s is an alternating polynomial in the 
x’s. As the Vandermonde determinant is the alternating non-zero polyno- 
mial having smallest degree, namely (l), it is a scalar multiple of the 
Vandermonde determinant involving the indeterminates (yl, . . . , y,) and 
the coefficient has to be the Vandermonde determinant involving 
(x1,. . . , x,x 0 
The last lemmata together imply the next result. 
THEOREM 3. If U is a finite (and therefore cyclic!) subgroup of order e 
of the multiplicative group of a field K and if A = U” is the n-fold direct 
product of U, then for every positive integers k and q satisfying 
n. (4 - 1). n + (n - 1). i 
( ( 1) 
<e, 
there exists a zero-test set of order at most (n - 1) . k . (i) + k for k-sums 
from X(q, n) = {X*la E q”). 
Proof Without loss of generality assume n 2 2. Put r := (n - 1) . : 
+ 1 and choose ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
( 1 
according to Lemma 2.5. Choose a 
generator w for U. Note that for all 1 I p, v I n we have X,(a,) = a&.~, 
where 
a,:=(1 ,..., l,w,l,..., l), 
w at the position v, and x, := ,y(‘~.~~~..r’~,n) is the projection to the pth 
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component. An application of Lemma 2.4 guarantees the set 
to be in 59(X(G, n), n) for s’ := le/(n * max,,,lC, ~u~n~p,.~,,pl)l and 
therefore in NX(q, n), n), in view of 
e e 
4 -1-c 
n. n+((n-1). 
( ( 1) 
“2 =n.(n+r-1) 
that is q I 4. In view of 0 # Ic~,~ - cl,+1 I 2 . (n + r - 1) = 2 . (n + 
(n - 1) .( ‘1)) < e and therefore d, # d,. for 1 I p < p’ I r, the set D 
has r elements. Hence (n - 1) . ‘1 < r = #D and we may apply the 
( 1 
Lemmata 2.4, 2.3, and 2.1 to conclude that 
&J K’C1.P) WK’CZ,P). . .) (#‘=“.P )IlIpIr,OIK<k} 
is a zero-test set for X(q, n), of size at most k . r = (n - 1) . k . : 
( 1 
+ k. 
cl 
The main result of the paper [GKSM] is the case where K is the finite 
field GF(s) for some s with s 2 qk*n* and U := GF(s) \ (0). 
3. THE GENERAL CASE 
If no reduction to cyclic monoids is possible, all we can do is provide a 
method for a recursive construction of zero-test sets for direct products of 
abelian monoids from those of the factors. 
LEMMA 3.1 (cf. [CDGK88]). IfA and B are abeliun monoids, iffor given 
X G HomU, (K, * )) and Y c Hom(B, (K, * )> we have zero-test sets A, = 
IlAL 4,. . . , A,GA and B,={l,l, B, ,..., B,CBforX,,X, ,..., X, 
undY,,Y,,..., Yk, respectively, then-identifying Hom( A x B, (K, * )) with 
Hom(A, (K, * )) X Hom(B, UC, * 11, as usual-the set 
is a zero-test set for (X X Y),. 
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Proof. Note that any f E (X x Yjk can be written uniquely in the 
form 
for some f, E XicV) (7 E Y) with C, E y i(n) 5 k. Obviously, the cardinal- 
ity j of the Y-support supp,(f 1 := (77 E Ylf,, # 01 of f is bounded by k 
and in case f f 0 there must exist some no E supp,(f) with i(qO) 2 k/j. 
Choose a E Aj(70) with f,,(a) # 0. Consequently, f(a, --I is a non-zero 
j-sum of characters from Y for which we can find an element b E Bj with 
fb, b) z 0. q 
This lemma generalizes immediately to the situation of more than two 
factors. 
LEMMA 3.2. lf A(‘), .. . , A’“’ are abelian monoids, if for given X’“’ c 
Hom(A’“‘, K) we have zero-test sets A’,“’ = {lAcyJ, A(2V), . . . , A(kY) c A’“’ for 
X,‘“‘, XJ”‘, . . . ) Xi”‘, respectively, for u = 1,. . . , n, then the set 
u A$;’ x . . . x A(.“’ c A’” x . . . x A(“) In - 
i,.... .i,,sk 
is a zero-test set for k-sums from X(l) X * . . x X@) c Hom( A(‘), K) - 
X . . . x Hom(A(“), K) = Hom(A(‘) x . . . x A(“), K). 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let A be a infinitely generated abelian group isomor- 
phic to II , IvlnCq,, where C,” is a cyclic group of order q,, q, E N or 03, 
generated by a,. Define T$!’ := 11, a,,, a:, . . . , a:~-‘}, then 
U Tt) x . . . x Tk’:‘, 
k,, ..:k,sk 
k,smin(k,qu) 
is a zero-test set for all k-sums of characters from X = Hom(A, (K, *>). 
LEMMA 3.4 (cf. [CDGK88]). Let A be a finite abeliun monoid and let X 
be a multiplicatively closed subset of characters from Hom( A, (K, * )). For 
a E A set X(‘) := ( x E XIX(a) = 0). Then for all k E N, every zero-test set 
T for Xk, and every subset Y _C Xc’) with #Y I log, k there exists an 
ucy) E T with 
Y 5 X(QCY)) G x(o). 
Proof As A is finite for every character n there exists a natural 
number q(v) such that n q’4’(A) = (0,l). Then define 
f (Y) := J-Jy(q(n) - 1) . n x. 
,y EX(‘) 
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As X is multiplicatively closed and ,2#y I k this sum of characters is in 
X,. Take a(‘) E T with f(y)(u(y)) # 0. then ~q(“)(a(~)) = 0, hence ~(a(~)) 
= 0 for all q E Y which proves Y 5 X@‘). On the other hand, x(a) # 0 
implies ((a(Y)) # 0, which proves X(ucV1) c X(O). q 
C~ROLLARV 3.5. Let V be an abelian monoid with a zero element 0 E V 
(i.e., some 0 E V with 0 # 1 and 0 * u = 0 for all u E V), then any 
zero-test set T for Hom(U”,W, *)), contains at feast C\‘,ovkJ n 
( 1 
i different 
elements. 
Proof Put V* := {U E UIU . V = V). For each 1 I v s n consider 
the map 
x,: V” -+ K, (q,. . . , un) ++ 
1, if u, E V*; 
0, if u, P V*, 
which obviously is contained in X := HomW”, (K, *>). Furthermore, for 
each S c (1,. . . , n} with #S = i I log, k define ecS) := (e,, . . . , e,) E V” 
bY 
e = 0, if y E S; 
” ( 1, if v E S. 
Then X, E X”“’ 
X”S’ 
if and only if v E S and therefore {X,1 v E S] c Xa’S’ c 
for some ucS) = (a 1,. . . , a,) E V” if and only if 
v* for u @ S; 
V/V* foruES. 
Hence our claim follows from Lemma 3.4. 0 
In case V = {O, 1) we may combine Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 3.5 to 
obtain the unique minimal zero-test set: 
THEOREM 4 (cf. [CDGK88]). Let K be an arbitrary field, let V be the 
monoid (0, l}, and let X be the set of all characters of V” with values in K. 
Then there exists a unique minimal zero-test set for X,, contained in every 
other zero-test for Xk, namely, 
and it has cardinal@ C!!gz kl n 
( 1 r-o i * 
Proof It suffices to show that this set really is a zero-test set, but this 
follows from Lemma 3.2, using A$) := (0, 1) for all 1 I v I n. q 
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It seems remarkable that in contrast to this rather clearcut result much 
less is known about the minimal cardinal@ of the zero-test sets for 
X = Hom(U, (K, * 1)” in the case U is not the monoid (0, 11, but the group 
(1, - l} of order 2. 
As we have observed already in the Introduction there does not seem to 
exist a universally applicable algorithm which would allow to interpolate 
k-sums of characters from some character set X from their restrictions to 
zero-test sets for X,,. Hence to construct interpolation algorithms one has 
to consider more specific situations. One such situation is described in the 
following: 
LEMMA 3.6. Let A and B be abelian monoids. Assume that for some 
fii~~f~c Hom(A, (K, * 1) an d some map f: A x B + K we can write fin 
f= Cf,x 
XEX 
for maps f,: B + K. Then the maps f, are uniquely determined. Zf there 
exists D c A with #D = #X and (x(d)jd E v, x E x invertible, then the A-sup- 
port defined to be 
is giuen by 
SUPPAf) := {x E Xlfx f 0) 
{x l Xlxthrowof(x(d))~~~,~~~(f(d,b))d~~,b~8 # (O,O,...,O)}. 
Proof As in the proof of Lemma 1.1, we obtain for all b E B that 
holds. EI 
THEOREM 5. Assume that for some field K, some monoid A, some finite 
set X 5 Hom( A, (K, * )> of characters, and some subset D c A with q := 
#D = #X the matrix (X(d)) d E D,x E x is invertible. Zf, furthermore, for any 
k, n E N a zero-test set Tn,k _ c A” for (X”jk, the k-sums of products of 
characters from X, is specified, then any k-sum of characters from (X”Ik of 
A” can be constructed by an efficient algorithm only using matrix operations 
from at most n . (k2 + q) * #T,-,,, evaluations off. 
Proof We define set partitions P’ := (P!, . . . , P’ n ) of n := 11,. . . , n) 
I I 21 
for 0 I 1 I [log, n1 by 
P,’ := {V. 2/,&J. 2’ + l)..., (V + 1) . 2[ - I), 
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of course stopping at n - 1 in the last part. For every S c n we identify 
A” with the direct product of A”) and A(“/S), where we have collected the 
respective components. Next for all S = P,‘, 0 I 1 s [log, nl, 1 s i 
I [n/2’] we determine inductively supp,&f) as well as a subset D@) of 
A(‘) of cardinality supp,&f) such that (((d)jde D~~),fESU py)Cfj is invert- 
ible. In case 1 = 0 we use n-times Lemma 3.6 for A := A (sq s := p,” = (v}, 
and B := A(“lS) to get supp,~~,!+(f), 1 I Y I n, altogether using at most 
n . q * #T,-,,, evaluations of f. Note that we do not have to evaluate at 
all elements from A@\s’, but only at all elements of a zero-test set T,- 1, k, 
because the coefficients fs are in (X”-‘jk. Furthermore, note that we can 
choose # suppy)( f > columns of (x(d)), indesced, say, by DCS), such that 
Mai E D(S), #E s”ppp(f) is invertible. For the induction step we want to use 
Lemma 3.6 again, now only [n/2’+‘]-times for S := Pi’+‘), 1 I v I 
[n/2’+‘1. To be able to do this we use suppA&f > X suppA&f) for X 
in Lemma 3.6 and the Kroneckerproduct (((d)jd E D(~,),5 E su pg,jCfj @ 
(saf E D(SZ), 5 E S”ppyqf)’ 
4 which again is invertible, for S, := PzyeI and 
S, := Pi,,. Finally we arrive at supp( f ). A final application of Lemma 3.6 
gives the coefficients. q 
Note that the algorithm which can be derived from this theorem 
requires at most 2n matrix versions, each matrix having at most k rows 
ahd columns and an inversion of an (q x q&matrix. Otherwise only matrix 
multiplications, construction of Kroneckerproducts and a method to find 
for r I k and r I 1 I max(k’, q) the first r linear independent rows in an 
(1 X r)-matrix of rank r. Moreover, the 2n matrix inversions can be 
performed by n parallel processors so that the first n inversions, then the 
next n/2, n/4,. . . inversions can be done in parallel, leading altogether 
to log,(n) basic computational rounds. 
Let us remark finally that rather than constructing invertible matrices 
(x(d)) at every stage, Vandermonde matrices (x(b)‘) can be used if a 
distinguishing element b for the characters under consideration is at hand. 
In this case a non-adaptive algorithm can be deduced from the last 
theorem while the given general form is of an adaptive nature. 
Now we come to analyze the different upper bounds derived in this note 
for the minimal number of elements in a zero-test set for the following 
situation: 
U is a cyclic submonoid of the multiplicative monoid (K, *> of a field K, 
the abelian monoid A under consideration is U”, the chosen character set 
is X(q, n) c HomW”, (K, *I>, where the local degrees are bounded by 
q - 1 for n, q, k E N. Let us denote the minimal cardinality of the 
zero-test sets for this situation by 
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The condition which appears in Corollary 3.2 gives rise to the following 
definition and lemma. 
LEMMA 3.7. The number t(n, k) of all n-tuples (i,,. . . ,i,) E N” of 
natural numbers satisfying i, . i, * . * * * i, < k is bounded from above by 
t(n,k) = C (;)sk;<(n-$$ 
o=(r,,...,u~k)k:n 
1‘7-2-2. . .k”k<k 
where u denotes an arbitrary improper partition of n of length k, i.e., 
a, E N, and C,“,l~K = n, in short u F n. 
Proof: To get the claimed equality we collect all (i,, . . . , i,,) E N” 
having o, occurrencies of the number K. For the upper bound we note the 
following obvious recursion for t(n, k): 
t(l,k) = k 
k 
t(n+l,k)= xt 
i=l 
We proceed by induction on n. By induction hypothesis and the recursion 
we conclude 
t(n + 1, k) _< t $ ‘c’( n v ‘) log”LF’i’ 
I I i=l l v=o 
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where the second inequality is derived from 
log”[k/i J k log”(k/i) I 
V! s i . V! / 
i k log”(k/x) dx -. 
I 9 i-1x v. 
as the function under the integral is monotonic decreasing. q 
This upper bound is probably quite acceptable if k is much larger than 
n. It would be interesting to know more about t(n, k) and, in particular, 
about its limiting behavior as 12 and k go to infinity. 
THEOREM 6. For U, II, q, k as above the following upper bounds for 
mW, n, q, k) are valid, 
4-L n, 4, k) 
/ t(n, k), if q = #U; 
k, if k I q” 2 #U; 
< ((n-W(;) +k, ifn(q- 1) n +(n - 1) “2 i ( 1) 
5 #U; 
t(bO,l, k), if gnu 2 #U; 
c n (1 + (n, - l)b(i))q”, if%(9 - l)(n, + (q - l)( 5)) 5 #U, 
where the summation in the last formula is over CT = (a,, . . . , ukk) b [n/n1 1 
such that. 1”’ . 2O2 * . * . * k”k 5 k, the vroduct is over 1 I i I k. and 
b(i) := (i(i) - (i - l)(i;‘)). - 
In the’ second case euen eqz&ty holds. 
Proof. The first case is derived from Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 1.1, while 
the second one is Example 2 in Section 2. The statement in line three is 
Theorem 2. For the last two cases split n in blocks of equal length [n/n,], 
v = 0 (resp. v = l), the last one possibly being shorter. With the aid of 
Lemma 3.2 we can retract the situation to that of case two and case three, 
respectively. 0 
Note that the first two upper bounds originally can be found in 
[CDGK88] while the third one is from [GKS881. The last one is a 
combination of the methods of both papers. Here are concrete values to 
illustrate the last two cases: Assume #U = 2026, n = 100, k = 5, q = 10, 
then for n, := 3 the condition of case four, for n, := 5, the condition for 
case five is satisfied, yielding upper bounds 698 and 19,471, respectively. 
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